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Me:.,m: randum .. E-7q-C !
N

1 INTRODUCTION

The aim of the orooosedn,:est:ga-ion was to e a cc: of -:eore-lcal

and experimental unsteady aerodynam.ic data for an advanced t--e airfoil. this set

o data should serve as a standard for the comoar~son and toe evauatcon _f corn-

putational methods for two-dimensicnai unsteady transonic f1ow. For this turpose

it was intended to complemen- the results of the wind tunnel tests conduced at

:LR on the supercritical ILR 7301 airfoil with :heoret'ca! results to be ,omouted

i.:th the method of Dr. R.J. ,'ainus and Dr. H. Yoshihara c:> 1 Dym s

San Dego. The calculations, to be .erormed -.y General T , ere .. mosed

to be sponsored by the office :f Naval Research

The statement of work 2f the intended investigation was:

4,_NLR provides the contour da' the "shocK-free" KLR 730- a-_rfoU I sect- cn, to-

-ether with the hodozraph solution for the desi ondi n -....

- NLR provides the measured stead- and unstead-. pressure diEtrihu-ons in -ree

characieristic flow conditions subsonic flow, transonic flow w:tn a w:li de-

veloped ouporori tical re ion terminated by a shock wave and the "shock-'ree"

design condition.

- General Dynazics performs computaticns "ith their "exac -'' metnod tc obtn the-

oretical results for the three mentioned flow condictons.

- General Dynamics and N[LR will put -.ogether the correspond-n results in a com-

mon report, including a critical evaluation.

Unfortunately, due to lack or sufficient funds to oerform the final s-t of

computations the proposed proiran could not be completed

This report gives a summary of the work oerformed so far.

2 EXPEIMEUTS

At 1TLR an extensive wind tunnel investigation has been conducted to explore

the unsteady aerodynamic characteristic of so-called supercritical airfoils. In

this framework detailed steady an unsteady pressure distributions have been

measured on the oscillating 16.5 percent thick NLR 7301 airfoil ( for contour

iatq see table 1), which was designed with the hodograph method of Boerstoel Codes
i/or

( Ref. 1). e'1" l

(*) At present Dr. Yoshihara is employed by the Boeing Co.
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Emphasis was put on three mean flow conditiUns, which can be characterized as

follows :

A : subsonic flow

B : transonic flow with a well developed supersonic region on the upper surface

term-.nated by a relatively strong shock wave

C : the "shock-free" design condition.

According to the statement of work, the contour data and the test results

were made available to General Dyna&;iIc. Further, independently of the oresent

investigation, the izsult6 of the experiments, including a thorough analysis,

have bee.a presented during the ACARD conf-erce on " '+-, -irjrl i n -p-

ted and transonicflow", Lisbon, April 1977. For convenience of the reader, a re-

print of the AGARD paper is added to this report as .ppendix A.

Meanwhile, the NLR 7301 airfoil has beei, selected ; one of the test casEs

for the AGARD activity "Standard Aeroelastic Configurations". Fcr that purpose

all relEvant data (geometry description, aerodynamic conditions and tabulated ex-

perimenjal values) have been gethered in tabular form in reference 2.

3 COMPUTATIONS

As stated earlier, it was intended to complement the results of the experi-

ments with results obtained with the computational method developed by Magnus and

Yoshihara (Refs. 3. 4). Their method, which can be considered as one of the rost

advanced methods at presE vailable for unsteady flow computations, solves the

Euler eauations without fu ' assumptions concerning frequency or amplitude of

oscillation. The boundary conditions are imposed along a contour coincident with

the mean position of the airfoil. The computations start with the steady flow

solution and are continued until a complete cycle of the periodic flow is obtai-

ned. This is a time-consuming process and therefore the method is not suited for

routine use, but rather to generate some solutions that might reveal the nature

of the flow or servie as test cases for more approximative but faster methods

Dr. Magnus performed a set of computations for the NLR 7301 airfoil and ga-

thered the results in report CASD/LVP 78-013 entitled " Some numerical solutions

of inviscid, unsteady transonic flow over the NLR 7301 airfoil" (Ref. 5). His

results showed many of the features of the experiments, but that there were

differences due to the effect of the tunnelwalls, the presence of the boudary

layer and the fact that in the calculated results insufficient expansion of the
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flcw alon- the upper part of the nos- could be obtained (Fig. 1). Furt-er it was

experienced that the final result was influenced considerably henr in the- copmou-

tations the trailing edge was chopped.

In view of these resulti7 was decided that the present study could only ba

finished in a fruitful .,.ay if the following additional calculations were oerfor-

med

geometric incidence reduced frequency

incidence corrected
for wall

interference WC
condition !J k=-OLO OIC2U

Al 0.5 (0.850) 0.400 0.263

B1 0.7 (3.000) 2.000 0.1)2 ith tail

Cl 0.721 -0.19 °  0.181

condition II o a k0 c

B 0.7 (3.000) 2.000 0.192 tail chopped

C 0.721 - - 0.190 0.181 at x = 1.00I I _ J
The amplitude of oscillation around the pitch axis at 40 percent chord amoun;s

0.rO

Essential is that the computations were to be performed for mean incidences

ac in which the effect of the tunnel calls is taken into account. In this way it

is assured that in the calculations oscillatory perturbations around the same

mean steady flow field are considered as occurred in the experiments.

As far as the "shock-free" flow condition is concerned, preference is given to

the theoretical design condition, which is found at M = 0.721 and e. = - .19c

Unfortunately, the computations for the cases surmarized in the f'oregoiig

table cculd not be performed, since no funds could be made available to Dr.

Magnus to make the additional computer runs.
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4 CONCLUDI I REMARKS

Due to the fact that the final set of compuzations cannot be performed, al-

so the remainingtasks for IFLR, namely a comparlsonbet;een theory and experiment

and a critical evaluation of tne results if Zollaborationwith General Dynamics

cannot be completed. The AFOSR funis :hich were made available for this part of

the NL\ work will be returned to AFOSR.
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TABLE 1

Contour data of airfoil ILE: T301

UPPER PART LOWER PAR'

K/C Z/C K/C Z/C K/C i/C K/C i/C

0.0010032 .. 073s 0q1.0-3)' . 1.0 .. ,t, . . 4 .-.. 7 70

0.70057 07743 .4p4*44 2296.37 -. 3302 .s--,3 - 07)) 707

0.7707544 .. 3- 07 7*9071 .143 37. . 33. so~n.e~-
0.000,01 .13777. .43773 3,27.400 .34-44

.0 .04. 3 . 0 3 7'' G. 7 0 7 I e43 2-

9.1 27 64 .7 750471.773-353.0 74J37 -. 40

.43'42 -. 70,7
3.0 13A79 .. 01,170l4 1.4739- ,407-e- 477

0.0344 .7744 748'. 
.4..'7, 1-0 30344

ll.070'2 - . :- ''7 1.I 14, -1- 7- 0'6'
0.0023472 Solon.7 0'47' . 13. .43., . 534J

0.050470S I~.07 ,'I0 17 0'3 .~- 7 ct, 173 737- 3. 333074

3.0240279~,,s ;e,004 ,.03 I3 : ."31 ...- Z74

7.n204004 . 3.000_477-77'.~24. 
.24

7

0.077223 0.4043 044703 32337.-. 1.37
3.03'4404~~~-b e '444 -u40.7 i 7' '.7334 . 3

7.0304451 -. 0037 7-.0~. 1.54e -

3.03)677.0 11037 0.39,.,4 .74474 -v .332994
0.03327 .74434 t'3'-7~.74577) '0 32,e

0.037300 3.0930. 522 '0) .7;"S.7 . 0764
0.742440 .. 4..470 0.'*7034 147.... -....- 74
7.0402547 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - I.034 Da0*94 0,434 3 .~.4o7-43). -36.-
0.79)4709 .,3474004 7. 020004I '44b3 1.ooj -,21 .2~- .33

0 . 0 4 7 4 . 04 0 3 0 7 ~ 3 7 . 47 4 3'4 ; 1 .O 5 ~ I4 -. 0 0? . , . 3 3 4 7

'. 4 7.. .40 340 74 4730 . 3' 4 077 4 - 3 33 0.7.032 . .0 2)
1.04307 -. 33244 3.44744 .944341.00- 317, *0.4)0 :.0 07,

- ~ ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~ GA 3707407 .. 3' '-- -- 3,.-307003.00.0.14.3) .4400 .0069' .O
4

.?T 3-,,. 4- .476)337 '.3)004 . 3,. 32 3 0 - 4. 0 40 7. -4 44, . 0 4 ) . 0 124

'.7445 .47343 7034 . 777 * 3'007 3 .9 30 .0271
.7407 40090 .37h7 *'..4 .. 5.-;407.3965) .)50

0.5421~734 .70 .30. 7o,3s-. 343.0 71 .77 .3376

7.430 ..07S-737.30 90737 1.3)3 "11 -.07-2 , 3.0 .0250

'. 137 0 -. 08709 44 1 ~4 4 7 V-4 ~ 3.3 7,64)4 -. 0 4, 34 3 0 40 6. ' 4' 34 3
n.30, 47 .770331794 .1431-3-53 *'''4'.007 '0 0
0.1%004.9. 4-0401 7444- .77.' If024.044- .)677 '003

0,77747)4 .084z7),41404)1.72~0 
-. 2170)2 0774.0

0,4p00340 .. 0447 3.7704 . 4374 .244 .73.,
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NLR 7301 AIRFOIL
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0 Inviscid (Euler) Program

- 4-4-Bauer-Korn (Potential) Program

1.0- 1 1

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.ti 0. 8 x/C 1.0

Fig. 1 Calculated pressure distribution, Mach 0.721,
a O .000, unrestricted stream (Ref.5)
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Subject:

Grant AFOSK -TT 097

Orderno. 20.302

Your Ref .Your letter: Our Ref Date
A/35 t-)'

Encl.:4

Dear Capt. W-iih1-.ns,

Th-ank -;c: ''- -our le-tter of June 19'th, dtal ing with- th-e ]kO2 rant
'Us eah:airlo0,.1: uuc n a sinuscidally oscillating; su'percritica. air-

fo wlic-, x.- Ir o Dtc .31 t . 1978 .

s youko, h I: cf the xrrsea inveqstloation was to generate a
set of ursteady. aiercdyn.Jrdc data for an advanced type of airfoil,

tc heoretical and eoretawich may serve as a sta,,da'd, for
comoDarison and evl---o of calculation methods for two-dimensional

E unst ead: transonac fo.For this purzPose, it was intendeJ-d to cornple-
o2in the recu 7 of the wind tunnel tests conduc~ed at the NLDR cn the

16.5 percent thick: 1',LR 7301 airfoil with catlculated results cbt-ained
Wi.th, the method of Dr. Pichcza-d J. M4ag.nus and Dr. 11. Joshihara of

C e 1 - r -1a1 i "):in Diego. In collaboration w:.th General Dvnzra.cs
a com,-rarisnn and critical. evaluation should be made of both theor-,

U' and exreriment.
.'ne calcu-lationc-s to I-,- ierfrormed by e nerdt Dynanuics were su-prcsed

C:to be sponsored ',. Office of N'aval Research.

ti ~NLR pruvided t.he- oen--tour data of the airfoil and the relevant test
o data to GnrlDyrnmcs. Further, apart from the irresent invtt "a-

o ticn, an anay -' o the test results -was nrestiited during the AGAR,,
Conference on "7:tavairloadc in separated and transonic flow",
LIs-on, nrl19,T7 (s(-Q Ago7rd OP 226). Moreover, details of th1,e ex -

cc periments, and its- ro':cults have been published in NLR report TR 77090 U:
zJ z 'Investigations of the transonic flow past oscillating airfoils".
U'

i>.eanwhiie, Lr. '-acrius performned a first set of calculations on the
Zi ,DLp 7301 airfoil and sent is some results with his letter of 12 Jan.

1. 1q75 (see enclosure A). This set of results has been published in

Telefoon (020) 5 113113 Bank AMRO-bank. Koninginneweg 275, Amsterdam-1~ 07
0..,.A9 CC),,. 10 qV
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Addressee r fDate Page

Capt. Donald J.Wi-i:v'5 y

rerot7A0/Ly ' -I i''~ '-n ~ - ' 2

u- n - , .'

1Inanc~aa, Tore-l i r
In our letro 1t-- ,~ \t~neuol

on the reswilzs - :a - i ta : crder to cat
our -.ars, of t -z~ariu w a", -rme addition,-al cal-
o~lazaors w'

Thsea -n t nO: .ans r

T1- m a a n n -;;scA- n--
'aat" rp '1catijos uomn 7 c,.0 -

P~grernr - - ~1 - - a- +c -C calult
:o i-ed. tc oip Y a n e

t yCo erct tv- rIlt- i £ of thle On;'_ ni' nd -twas
decideudw" '-'a- ah c-'- 'mlatmons to re-vea2 this efet

'r~e final 1! iI c te n W. let Vf 0 --' .

c1. '2 sdre C) 'p-. m,'' ers 15an0C2 injV':, a s7 ci r,
airfoil~ co1"U- i- a ,:a _,n1:)ed a~ainl.

,,at fo in -a rovicuea t" oerfcrm the r ',aw set of cal culations
by Dr. ans

worka~ r ~ - lnn~od mr ''-2 reason w, isk -;,:u iorma] permissio
to ~ ; coop th wteGa.If you are we wi wr4t a brief

so nifie a..1n !~j- -nlat : t to mao c.elat ECld/D toooetner wia'
a final in.vent 'Utn r -ot anrd a final- fiscoal rene:rt as; sc-ena rsob

Ach-eck for ohho a--nt gran~t funds will b e sent directly to yourx offioce.

in o)ur orio ci %i h teat t-he we-rc oannoo: bLe cemoet ad. '.e Gas.-
oussed this Dr -' -irfafcrl Davis- (NASA) and Mr. Charles F. (Joe '(NASA)
and they feel the1 came. Surny, a visit of i'r. Coe at INLFR last June we
ossoussed the floanase Us:

- Dr. Ohyu o-f EASA /un~o is abeto p-erform similar comoutatilons for
the T;L-U 7361 airfei.- as rlrginally planned by Dr. Mag nus.
The computer program of 'hIr. Chyni, however, is much faster.

- NASA /t Q5 has p-erformed an experimental program on the oscillating
NOR 7301 airfoil in their 11 ft. transonic winitunnel putting
emphasis, on the, effect of Reynolds numnber, amplitude of oscilla-
ting and mode of vibration.
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a velocity cf sound
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lift coefficient
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k= reducei frequency

kunsteady normal ocdev:.
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p pressure
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays there is at consideratly mn rest mct-eds to pr'- i' n te usntead' a:rn.- ad ;:. air-
foils and wings oscilating sn transonic flw, -- re a y in connection with the ourrent ,%teresi in.
the so-called supercritical wing concept. i:w cntrast witt, -te stea y fIow case, experimental
data, that are sufficiently deta,.ed to verify fundamental theoretical assump.,:n or to confirm the
validity of calculated results are very scarce and thus a definite need rxisto.

For this reason recently at NLR an exploratory wind tunnel investigation nas een performed on
a-model of an oscillating supercritical airfoil, 7f which the geometry has been generated with tne
hodograph method of Boerstoel (Refs. 1, 2). While the airfoil was oscillating in r-ton atout an axis
at 40 per cent of the chord detailed pressure distributions were determined. : addition time nis-
tories of shock wave motions were recorded.

The aim of the present paper is to illustrate some t'nical big ans transni "ff'*' a

observed in the experiments. After a brief des r pton oi the test -et ;-, -n walis is g'ven '-f 'h-
pressure distriutions and tne resulting unsteady sirloads as measured f-r s-one otrracteristic fiw
conditions. Further attention is paid to the perioaical motions of the shoci wave ind finally -t s
tried to assess what can be expected from the new generation of calculation metnods for unoteay
transonic flow For details about the various theoretical methods reference 's mace to t- other
papers presented during this meeting).

I. MODEL AND TEST SET UP
2.1 Model and excitation system

The airfoil under consideration, the NIR 7301, was designed for "shock-free" flow under tres-
cribed conditions (Fig. i) and was tested extensively n steady flow ty oe and Zwaaneye'd -Refs. 3
4). For the purpose of the present unsteady experiments a new model has teen ut, whicn culd per-
form pitching oscillations about an axis at I') --r cent -f the chord. T"s model, maoe of Dural. nas
a chord length of 1 cm and spans hcrzcntaillv the test section of the ;LR Filot tunnel. the pitching
motion is generated by means of a hydraulic aotuator ,'Fr a detailed descrption of the hydraulic
system and the model suspension reference is made to ?oestkoke (Ref. 5)). To keep the suspension as
simple as possible the model is excited ot one side, whil- the opposite side is supported by a bearing
just outside the tunnel wall (Fig. 2). To avoid acombcated sealing between model and window, the
window closest to the actuator is attached to toe model and fellows its motion. in addition it results
in a clear view on the model surface for the optical flow studies.

Both the upper and lower surface of the model are provided with 20 pressure orifices (Fig. 31,
connected with two scanning valves outside the wind tunnel via pressure tubes. In addition 11 minia-
ture Kulite transducers are built in. This number, which is larger than necessary for the dynamic
calibration of the pressure tubes, was chosen to create the possibility to arrest the actual time
histories (including the higher harmonics) of the chordwise pressure distribution along the upser
surface.

To determine the motion of the model use is made of 6 accelerometers, located in three spanwise
sections. The mean icidence is contrclled by the hydraulic system.

2.2 Optical flow studies
The periodical shock -ave motions on one osciating model were determined from a series of sub-

sequent shadowgraph pictures. These pictures were taken using a stroboscopic light source, trigger d
by an electrical signal from a displacement oick uc. Nv means of an adjustable phase shift in the
electric circuit between "he accelerometer atnd the light source the oscillating model with its
instantaneous snoca pattern could e photograrned in every position desired.

2.3 Wind tunnel
The experiments were ;erfcrmed in the ilot tunnel of NLR, which is an atmospheric closed circus

tunnel for Mach numbers up to " lpper and lower surface sf the test section 'height: 55 cm; width:
-2 cm/ are fitted with longitudinal slotted walls. The open area ratio of the walls is 0.1 and the
plenu'm chambers of floor ana sotom are not connected. Further details of the Pilot tunnel can be
found in reference

3. A:;AlYS:S '-F ELV

3.1 :ntroduct-ry-e'ar-
.he main "e the :.L7 -2: airfoil will be diScussed using

experimental 'ia ."tr -.ree ....f' rent flsw'" ntn "ich can be o- naracterized as follows (see
figure

A: fully
0: Irans nic f-'; a
-: "aho-fre-l'

-: empnaize hei' '-n ' ffe-ts -'n e nsteady airlcads, for eacn case the corres-

ponding quas-s eady ir__s,' ? r firs. -:-.ese quasi-steady aorloads can be interpreted
as the e rloas wrnn . j_:_'aticns were tai-g place - ...- ei; slow For reference purposes the
experimental r s -reared also wit' results f the thin airfoil theory.

The *at... s , -r an' -ive ' - -'' f the Jimnsicnless Coeffizients 2- , defined as
F

C-1
p Ial

wher" _o Is tL " n ra -,, n the tressur ".aratscn and 1 the
dynamc pros -eady ceff '- cien can e derived from steady tests at two

differen' r)-- S

-' - a .
p -. I

• , i I I I I I | a o
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L---. .ate ',i U-o->tror: a:, :'e ttw--: 04r ens I uio r auf.- ,-uaso -tetd. pr,,ssur-s -at theurr
a-unt> ax-C witi i rt-%- na'- - -,6: 1f ~ ~ 'tn ie tne me asured quasi-str-aly
-sre-urec- au-(i r-- or e i': aI of c'Yi ai.rfol. :i:eory: r-aoonaulie. Te:argest -teviatilons sn'-JW Up

r--rte rar ru"r of i arC-' 1, -..- ero rie . r C-acun1t'e, ;a' a ar-e bowto" calculated cu;rve.
Near th -sun e,4,,, he niessur- :,! -nn-: -:u;-tu perr a-urfsce are larger Than nreiicteo ivy -,e
thera aundi- I arer than CU- sa'- m eas-urI u :. -he I'-ser surface. As wnill be 1iscuszea later

catt*. ' he !i, 4ff-reuces obs-nvo av to I- a't,. ,Itu'el o7 the comosned effect of airfoil tnicosness
.0 ~ -rodu Leard the bosusnary tlaver. Th-? f'irs' 'bA-t orinates on the front t.art of the airf'si 1,

wn - :. 
0

_unoar--. jiwer i'fec ocor'- orcuoutncod c-n tn,: rear -at_.
co!raros an: twe.'n the .:nstea-v Mo-one sacuro c tne poer surface cif t:.esclltn

'nar- - i. snows similar sifter-noes as
s-t O -o :n gen.eral the agro'-r-n- ' -e'--ee tneory and -xc*-r

4
-nt is reasonable.

7i.nrit can h-e noted ha 'ero? to a very satoalacto ry agreement : etween the unsteady pressures
meosur-o direc-tly with the in situ trw-sauce rs ano tue rressures obtaineo via the pressure tubes.

Trsnouc flow w*th shock K conditio n B)

-e next '-xsmole concerns oscillatons o f the arolabout the off-design condition B (Fig. .

.x :-s ocn-ition, being '-alfor "classica _"ranssn-_c flow, the upper surface carnoes a sucr-
sonic region -xteuding to about zIT per c-nt o-f th-e cuord, which is terminated by a relativel-y strong
snook wave. As a hw.m in finure 7.1 a cuange su% ou~ctience ef I diegree results in a snift of the steady
shook cosition of about 11 rer cent of the chord. The flow along the lower surface remains sucri-
ttcal.

From the cerrespendiog o.uas:-stessy rescsure IC't'tcs(Fig. 7.uI) It can. be deouceo that along
the upper surface tue pressure is dominated b't:C -foot of the shock displacement, generating a
ntgn pressure neak, which of course cannot le predtcted by thin airfoil theory. The quasi-steady

presuredisribtio on the slunsonoc lower surface- is Predicted reasonably well.
Iteady pressure otartro'------------------------face a-re presented in figure 3 for three different

frequencies. These results also snow t:.e .. n'---fea of the pressure peak due to the moving shoos,
wave. its noted that thn: cressur' ' -s- it nrtm tue real Part of the Pressure distribution to

th-iagsnarv oa n turoastur :rcu- no-.-hnos o:te result of the increased phase lag of the
tm
er'odical cooo ma~iton re-atae tnt rotii <if teairfoil , a phenomenon to be discussed in more

detail in onaoter3-..

Ry eprseningtheuns eay requr a_-ri,,u~z~son terms of magnitude and phase angle
(Fig. : t fu.rther can 'If? shown-r that tuie -wt Iln ano the neoght of the pressure peasK associated with
-e oeriooica± motion of the sneer. wave decre'ases as the frequency is increased. This is caused by
-.e uscrease of the amplitude of the shock motion wotn increasin, frequency isee also chapter3.l)
*onoernong the phase curves on figure : nsiil--rd-e that the measurements show a jump of about

101 degrees 'ust downstream of the mean posii c-' tue shook wave. This jump is present already in
quast-st eady :' Lw -anid thius is not a ovns.-icefct

From Cue comp)arison of the measuires ra- s-rc sotrtutions with the distributions calculated with
'non aorfill tn-en',' coigs. a, an. - erideut tuat, as far as the upper surface is concerned, this
tnt ry :sn.t atootoi~able.

-3-Qiiterest is the n..al s,v:ia%63ur of -,he airfoil near its "shock-free' design con-
- w: i figu7re -/,. As show-n on fogu-re --. 1 a variation t nciso of 1.5 degree

."e poit e_,ads toa - 'cide1ran>- onargwe rK the steady pressure do'strtoution along the
c'os"rfai-. partiuar in-2 supersocnc region. ranging from accut 3 Per cent to about

r n ~ or 'nro -ne _ ressure issrtoutisn changes cnsiaeras v . Furthor away from
- i--' nnc. -,a, zer A.- "I-, -'he lo wer surface tue stew-;- tressure sostro-

sraatia4 . na s thrt a_-ung the lower suirface tue v;'ccitybeos
n-u.,utt vis. outsnwCortsu

t a'.y aisar L,4- io re.t i u_-two5stous aoe in fiue 71

Ine r W rI c1i ,asod "tiedraticcnage f te oressusre coos-
n -''-'-< r c'rn. aan.>i wide bulge i a0>-. .. . 1toa'-

'ahoos-f , characto:rooco ty a -d tv o.ut nose ard, an e~xtensove I'egocn of_ supersonic
A'w Z tc rw---n .. e n7eusured isui'- tead' :iostribution and the curve determined witu. tun

:,rfl a.. redistiou for '-e "nrsurface is quite useless . ,r the lower side,
:- e Us'a o:s a or'Cs'- Sutorotoc.. ,rencos -oetween theory and experiment is consoder-

:0. smaIr.
o lub osz r- insteada uresur _no alongC 'he upper surlace on ter:s of magnitude

mlrhc. g. .z i.gv n our>-'"" 3)1 - .a. I cguse ir, the magni-lude curves the large cn
'n: ' u 'ns'io terwitthe ak n C:.enape of' the pressure los-tiution in the superronic

row--nu tn-s :ont prt a-f 'ni:arf-- In iddition a small pear. Occurs at about r5 per cent of the
-nun:, asus';a'-a rTna'-r.csioat. a wea-,k shecs., in this regoor see figure 12). This peak

- -ingr wth cr-a-oin; fn -zuenc' as a n.-uit , h increased strength. of the shock wave. At
n ame onm- tu-e :tuaEr cri the t""! ;en* leoreases with frequency and 'he un~s'eady pressure distri-

'utonat wua C':roncy to chnge an ireta t-wardf7 the pressure distro~utrons found for flow
"cnlotocn B
.he uh ase- aurv':s sitown on rigor- -. -reay- :-,ny regu-ar lip to about c.0 per cent of the chord. Then a

Zutp on priase angle of stout I - -agr- s occurs,, which can be attributed to the presence of the shock
wave.
r Iiually a 0-oraric a:: ft-1 :n-'hsi. -:i untaypressure listrirutions with thin airfoil theory confirms
what SC. oonl :ar-aly-t---------sis -ft heuasi-stady data: for these, s:,mes of mixed flow
"I :.as' -a nec l rr -- 'mt o



3.3 Unsteady aerodynamic derivatives
Of prime concern to the aeroelastician of course Fire tbe ivr ii st acy %'r, y,:.amoc air,-ads.

For this reason the unsteady aerodynamic coefficients, Itained t y c ,.rw;e r . nrat; , :" the

measured unsteady pressure distributions, have been collected -n f'gur-s l3-i , !-r *tc _:aractrs-

tic flow conditions A, B and C, respectively. For reference purposes t:oe rcuts according to trin
airfoil theory are given as well.

The agreement between the theoretical and experimental pressure iistrirut;ons for the subsonic
flow condition A (see chapter 3.2.i) is reflected also in the cu-.s cf fi ure 3, representing the

unsteady aerodynamic derivatives as a function of reduced freuoncy. The largest deviations, occuring
in the real part of both the normal force and the moment derivative, can he attributed to the differ-
ences in the pressure distributions, which do exist already in juasi-steady flow (Fig. 5).

For the transonic flow condition B (see figure 14) the differences between tneory and experiment
are considerably larger than in the preceding fully subsonic exazole. This is true also for the un-
steady derivatives in the "shock-free" design condition C (Fig. 15). A comparison between figures
14 and 15 learns that for the design condition the deviations from thin airfoil theory are of the
same order of magnitude as for the "classical" transonic flow condition B.

The behaviour of the aerodynamic coefficients in a transonic flow with shock wave can be corre-
lated qualitatively with the presence of the dominant rressure pea. generated by the oscillation of
the shock. As indicated schematically in figure 16 (representing for instance toe results of flow
condition B), the pressure peaa associated with the shock wave is responsible for a shift in unsteady
lift and moment indicated by a 1. At small reduced frequencies the real part of the normal force
derivative, ka, is larger than predicted :y theor-. As the frequency increases, the real part de-
creases faster than the curve for thin airfoil' , w'' le the imaginary Tart becomes mUcn more
.negative than predicted. This belay'fur I: .'rea-ewitth the thift o' the pressure pea. due to the

shock from the real part to the tmag,:-ary o t c toe ansteady pressure -str-nutton, as nas ieen
shown in figure o see alsoseto
The same phenomenon is responsible for the change indicated by 1, in the moment derivativema. The

remaining part of the deviation in the moment derivative is caused by the circunstance that the
mentioned pressure peak is located downstream of the quarter chord point, thus giving rise to a rear-
ward shift of the aerodynamic centre. For the present example this shift, expressed as

Am
A x I a
c 2k

a

can be estimated roughly at 5 per cent of the chord.

In the figures 13-15 results are given for the airfoil with and without transition strip. For
flow conditions A and B no significant difference is observed. However, in the delicate "shock-free"
design condition C the flow is more susceptible to disturbances over the front part of the airfoil
and thus more sensitive to the presence of the strip. For a more detailed account on this sensivity
reference is made to reference 7.

Further it should be remarked here that the measured data are given without tunnel wall correct-
ion, since reliable methods to determine this effect in unsteady wind tunnel tests are not yet
available. An estimate of the amount of wall interference involved in the present tests will b- given
in chapter 4 on the basis of some quasi-steady flow calculations.

3.4 Remarks on the unsteady shock wave motion
3.4.1 Effect of frequency

With the help of optical flow studies additional information is obtained about the periodical
motion of the shock waves in flow condition B. From figure 17, giving the time histories of the shock
displacement for different frequencies, it follows that the shock wave performs nearly sinusoidal
motions (similar to the type A motion described in reference 8). Further the phase lag of the shock
motion relative to the airfoil motion increases with frequency, while the amplitude of the shock
motion decreases. The latter corresponds very well with the observations mentioned earlier concerning
the contribution of the moving shock wave to the unsteady pressure distributions (see Figs. 8 and 9).

A closer examination of the phase lag of the shock motion with respect to the airfoil motion
(Fig. 18) learns that an almost linear relationship exists between frequency and phase lag. This im-
plies that there is a constant time lag between the motion of the airfoil and the shock wave motion.
In relation to this it is of interest to recall the investigation of Erickson and Stephenson (Ref. 9)
who have found that a fixed relation seems to exist between the phase lag of the shock motion and the
time required for a pressure impulse to travel from the trailing edge to the shock wave. Indeed this
travelling time seems to be a logical parameter for an airfoil with a large supersonic region ter-
minated by a shock weve, because this is the time period after which major changes in flow condition,
namely changes in flow direction at the trailing edge (Kutta condition) can be felt by the shock wave
(Fig. 19).

The time required to forward information from the trailing edge to the shock wave amounts

x
At= I (1-Mlox

X-C )x loc

with Mlo, being the local Mach number and aoc the local velocity of sound. Oue to the gradient in
Mach number normal to the airfoil surface the acoustic waves propagate along paths away from the
airfoil. Therefore the propagation speed in upstream direction will be some average between the value
of ti-Mloc) aloc near the airfoil surface and the free stream value. To account for this effect the
following value of the local Mach number has been introduced:

Mloc, P I!lo (at the surface)- MIV M 0 NEENENE N Io
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Roos, Ref. It, i n who '1 ,n a :emi-moir l was oyal .act. nrr.mer -nrr'otor. .s .tr.r''-,.
this method also the factor > is osea to acomunt for one gradients 4n 'Aacr: neaunrer r.rma. to the air-

fcii surface.

2 .. Lineart,, of Ihe ln'readv ,a.

The iceal Fressures in roints of ;e airlol I - nat-i a inn. the tra"r-,ocrv ".osc atinw
shocs wave show a strong .. -ir tehaviour, caused ty the periodical tassage ci toe shoct and
t.]e accomoanying rres'sure v25imp. From toe time registrat ions of the unsteady pressures and the re-
suiting overall toads o5ee -xarple of figure ' c -'an :-e noted, however, t.at in spite of toese
',Cal : .nea-t toe rsuitinz urste' ''ft: . asooatL sinusoida 'he Dvera-I moment ,nw:
rreguar.-............. - a -ue u very .il srongly amplified. Tb indngs Qorrelate

awl w>: toe -xperoo.ces of '1-anus and '_sn.hara ?.f. I), Laval R ef. ard nrupp an'
'Iurmari f,.ef. 13), owno on their calculazet e : r les ala observed an almost '-near rehaviour cI' the
overa

2
l aeroc.wnamo: derivatives, inspite of -he cresence of an oscillating snoct. wave.

Ths thecoenon can be made plausible as : .!-ws, in flow patterns with a "-:li Ieveiopei sncck
wave ' has een cserved that tne shocc, ' - :as :aoe almost sinusclca and * at the amnotoce
of -e srocK notion ,s almost prcportiona_ -- e -:.e toe of the sinusoidal motion of the airfoil
,see for instance figure -). This makes it possile to introduce the schematize mocel of fogure c,

in wnich the cnanee in pressure in a fixed roint A is considered, while the shock .rave performs a
sinuscidai motin of amplitude 'K.
As oerived in reference 0 the local shock strength in coint A, located within -he sncca trajectory,
can be written as:

p 2 _-P 1 1 = 1 p Ip I . U (X - x , 'x e* ) , .I - x o e

- -x a ox 0 d
a

Her uxaxe"t denotes the unit step function and AD the variation in shock strengnt during tne
shock wave motion. For strong shock waves and small amplitude motions the last term in tre above
expression can re discarded relative to (

- -
p
,  

xs. 'hen (p2-PI)xs is described as a function sf time

a block t-pe signal occurs (see figure 22), of wnch the Fourier decomposition yields:

I xx a x

,x= j , 7-;F arcos ii--P, - sinkxarcos cos wt + -t sin2 arcos ' c' s t

x_1
at czr.(3 arcos - c 00s 3ut +
:7

The ccrresponding distribution of the first four courier components along the trajectory of the -
motoon are soown in figure 23. From the distrobution or tne mean steady value it follows that,

otto:: 7f the shock wave, the jump i.. the steady pressure distribution is spread
.r sneac trajectory. e distribution of the component with the same frequency as tne aor:fo

o ncws a 7-ximum of U/T times the steady pressure jump (p2-PI)x, .

n-egraton _- toe various components over the shock trajectory tc obtain the contribution to toe
cverai u nocady 'i:ft and moment learn that the lift contains only a contrinution of the funa-entai

-re'uency. .he resulting unsteady moment also contains a term p- I . st"t c

xpc toat ,h second harmonic chows uc first in the unsteady moment.
Fr oo onsoeratios given above ot follows also that measuring the first Fourier como onent

,,te ?rrssure cogoala, as is done on the orecent tests via the tubing system, gives ry ohcrdw-se
int-era'ion a corroct 'ae of 'he unsteady 1.ft. As for as the moment is concerne t;e second oar-

of crder x- can not le distingoished.

!. ECETZ CAFOILTY'F THE NEW CAL_- AT7-1, 1..!THC_-3
In tne rrecou.ong ar.alysis of the oxprroental data the reoults of thin airfoil theory have been

added as a reference for two reasons. .'rotl'; these results serve as a simple basis for the
of tne ty, cal tranconic :'r.enmena and s_ol ', inear lifting surface theory is widely used in asro-
eastic ap:licat'ons. As lone as the flow is moderately subsonic thin airfoil theory has proven to
-e a rather adequate tool indeed. However, from tne preceding discussions it is apparent, that cal-
ounticn methods for transonic flow should include the effect of airfoil thickness, incidence and -

if shock waves are present - also the effects of the reriodical snock wave motion.
In recent years conr.diorable ;rereos naa been achieved in solving the non linear equa.:ons for

unsteady transonic flow (reviews on the curren" status are given in references !4-20).
With one exceotion . -ef. 1') all new calculation methods are dealing with inviscid flow. In eider to
get an impression about the improvements one mignt expect from these methods some comparisons will be
presented between theory and experiment for the NLB 7301 airfoil. At this moment the comparison is
limited to quasi-steady flow, but in the near future comparative studies will be performed also for
fully unsteady flow.

Considering first the quasi-steady case has the advantage that a reasonable estimate can be
given of the effect of the boundary layer, by using an existing method for steady transonic flow,
which includes the lisplacement effect of the boundary layer (Bauer, Kern, Garabedian and Jameson
(Ref. 22)). Further for quasi-steady flow a rather accurate estimate can be given of the severity
of interference from the slotted tunnel walls, a situation which is not yet reached for unsteady
measurements.
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Mach, rnumbe r as in 1 e experi munts , out :'r in inujr: 1. 1! -1. 1,, rc r, r w
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where C is steady lift coefficient and - a cefic ,nt, iependi:.g :. 'n,- 'rn,, .tr,:n y.' . .w' ,

( Fig. 2i1 .

4.1 Fully suosonic flow (conditi.on
Calculated and measured results fur ,he airfoil in te suoo:.- flow c:itn A ar_ sr.Dwi.n :.

figure 25. Figure 25.1 rtveals a significant eff-ct if the counuary sayr in the steacy nar. ousi-
tion of the airfoil. The corresponding quasi-siuaiy resul.s ;.ig. .l demonstrate "m at tne ev; a-
tions of the test results frr.n thin airfo-il theory, as discusse i. 'nsptr c.2. are iue to the
combined effects of thickcness, incidence and viscosity. The effe ct thickness an4 snclocc
dominates on the front part of the airfoil and the effect :: vsocosi'-,' towards sue rea-r.

For the quasi-steady results the wall correcticn has neen app-ied on tne measured data, since
this -ff..c can be ira:. iated simply in an additional chansge Sf effc,:tive incidence due to the
change in lift. This additional change has to be subsoracted from t.oe gee'metrical cnange in sncisence.
From the results in :ijpre .11 i car. be noted that the tunnel wails nave a consideraoie effect.

4.2 Transonic flow with shock wave icondition 3)
The second example deals with the transonic flow condition 5 Fig. . in steady :*.''l Fig.

viscosity again has a large effect, in particular on the location of tne shock wave. The importance
of inserting boundary layer effects is reflected also in the quasi-steady results Fig. 2'.2. n
the upper surface a considerably improved prediction is cbtained, when thickness and boundary layer
effects are considered simultaneously. Especially the location of the high pressure peak resulting
from the shift in shock position is predicted much better.

The improvements achieved can be observed also in the quasi-steady aerodynamic coefficients,
collected in table 1. For instance these data show that a 5MD= 0.7 thickness and incidence are res-
ponsible for an increase of the thin airfoil value of the normal force coefficient, k, of more than
50 per cent. The inclusion of the boundary-layer leads to a decrease of the order of 35 per cent,
as can be observed by comparing the results with and without boundary layer, both obtained with the
non-conservative calculation scheme (the conservative scheme, which guarantees the best numerical
solution of the transonic flow equations did not converge for inviscid flow so this value could nu-
be added). From the last two columns it follows that the tunnel wall effect in tne present tests is
considerable and accounts to about 25 per cent. At M = 2.5 the effects mentioned are less than at
transonic speed, but still significant.

TABLE 1

Quasi-steady aerodynamic derivatives (NLR 7301 airfoil)
Thin inviscid theory Inviscid theory inviscid theory

irfoil + thickness + thickness + thickness
theory + boundary layer + boundary layer

+ wall interference
Non- Non- !Conservative Conservative
conservative conservative F-D scheme F-D scheme
F-D scheme F-D scheme I

a T a k m k m k m

0 , a I Ka Ima a ma[a a a a a a M,
0.5 0.850 2.311 2 12.73 0.043 2.53 -0.036 2.53 -0.036 2.22 -0.032 2.18 -O.090

0.7 3.00
° 

2.80[ 0 4.24 o.1i 3.21 0.00 3.92 -0.22 3.23 -0.18 3.22 -33

F-D
= 

Finite difference

From the examples discussed so far a good impression is obtained about the improvements which
can be expected at most from the inclusion of thickness and incidence theories. Clearly the inclu-
sion of these effects is an important step forward, -which on itself, however, does not lead to im-
proved predictions. A genuine improvement in this respect can be achieved only if the second step is
made also, i.e. the inclusion of boundary layer effects.

A weak point in the considerations given above is seemingly that the examples deal with a rela-
tively low Reynolds number (-2.106), However, similar calculations for higher values of this param-
eter (up to 30.106, with fixed transition point) do not exhibit a significant sensivity to Reynolds
number changes. This seems to indicate that under full scale conditions the effect cf viscosity re-
mains of the same order of magnitude as shown here.

4.3 The "shock-free" design condition (condition 2)
To conclude the evaluation of the capability of advanced theories on ttne basis of quasi-steady

flow the "shock-free flow condition C will be considered. For this purpose a compac'ison is made be-
tween results calculated for the theoretical "shcck-free" design condition and results measured for
condition at which "shock-free" flow is -.btaired in the wind tunnel.
In this way the circumstance that the experimental design condition "i.e. Iach number and incidence)
differs from the invitcid theoretical design condition can be discarded, assuring 'that both theory

and experiment deal with the car',Vully balanced condition of "shock-free" flow.
The steady pressure distributions computed for incidences at and around the design condition

(Fig. 27.r exhibit in the supersonic r!-gion at the upper surface the same mtar.,d cha;ges ii.the
share of the rrecsre distribution as cOserved in !he measuremerits 'Fig. 11'. The Iower surface be-
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come clear tnat on order o improve the rasst Iomarisons setee te r-i a:-,;'m'" t'n"
data there is a':. urgent need fcr methods '~c anspzi0 t-e Fotount of wan. snterfnrpnoe In ,;nneaay --
persrrents in transomsc teat sectIons with slot'ted Ir pcreus walls. osna-! tn' inslent with r!ssrect
to the t<r ' of Reynoids number, being alseasy a crucial paramteter i1. siossy tran-son:i -Icflw, aho-u~d
be increased by erforming tests in a nign Reynoldas number test facility1.

6.ACIC;CWLE:SGE:-ZNi.T
The experimental data rresented in thi.-s paper i.az been obtained in an snwestsrsatson carried

out sn collaboration woth FokrVAunder tsr rat -witon the 7eth.erl;ands; Aconcy :or ±'erospace
Frograms (NI'fRh. The authors are indebted to th e N175 and Fokxer-.'FW fsr *.n- permisssssn to -use tnis
materi al.
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